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'1. {a)

(b)

2' (al

(b)

(c

(d

Explain how scholars describe mean ing of the term "Research '

As a research student, how would you apply research meihodology in

frnding solutions for problems in the fie,d of Accounting and Finance?

Explain five qualities of scientific research methods.

Briefly explain the different types of researches class;fied from ihe view

point of objectives.

(20 Marks)

Explain the h.vo basic aspects of a rcseatch problem.

Wriie five well defined research problems in the field of Accouniing ancl

Finance

Describe the steps in formulating a research problern(c)

(d) What is the importance of reviewing Literature for a lesearch?

(20 Marks)



3. (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

4 (a)

(b)

What do you understand by the term "Operationalization,'

Distinguish between "Concept' and 'Variable"

What is the meaning of "bause" and "Effect".

Failure to follgw accounting principles causes immense confus

which in turn creates a number of problems for the organ
Those with vast experience in bookkeeping, however, are able

prevent the problems by taking timely corrective action.

From the above case, define a research problem, identify varia

and develop a conceptual frame work:

Explain the basic function of a research design.

Distinguish between "Experimental study design' and

Experimental study design".

(c) Discuss the relative advantages and dlsadvantages of Cross-S

study design.

(d) The Financial lvlanager of the BpR ptc thinks that the
preparing the financial reports are direcfly linked to the low

Accounting knowiedge and skills of staff working in the Accou

department. He would like to prove this to the board of di

through a research study. Recommend a suitable study desig

his research.



ss the advantages and disadvantages of interview as a method of

collection.

uate the situations for which the 'Straiified Randorn Sampling"

could be more effeciive for data collection.

y describe five methods of data presentaiion.

explain the descriptive statistics used ior data analysis.

(20 Marks)
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